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"Forty-two," said Deep Thought, with infinite majesty and calm.

(The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, Douglas Adams)





A B S T R A C T

A binuclear mechanism was proposed and evaluated by means of Density Func-
tional Theory calculations. The central reaction steps were found to be the oxi-
dation of the transition metal TM-OH moieties to TM=O and the subsequent in-
tramolecular O-O bond formation between two TM=O groups. These step were
employed as descriptors for the performance of a set of 3d transition metal ox-
ides studied in a MgOx(OH)y test rig embedding. Two classes of oxygen evo-
lution reaction (OER) catalysts were found to emerge at the TyrOH/TyrO• ref-
erence potential. The first class, referred to as [+/-], which contains Mn(III-V),
Co(II-IV) and Ni(II-IV), shows an endothermic oxidation step combined with
exothermic O-O bond formation. The members of this class were argued to be
active towards the (OER), i.e. the oxy moieties desorb spontaneously as O

2
at

the expense of high overpotentials. The second class, called [-/+], comprising
V(III-V), Cr(III-V) and Fe(II-IV), was found to show opposite behavior. Thus,
poor performance is expected due to a highly unfavorable O-O bond formation
step. Improved performance was predicted by mixing [+/-] with [-/+] transition
metal oxides. Intermediate behavior, meaning oxidation of the TM-OH moiety to
TM=O at the TyrOH/TyrO• potential combined with a thermoneutral O-O bond
formation, is found for Ir(III-V) and Mn(II-IV). While the former displays high ac-
tivity towards the water oxidation reaction the latter is argued to be inactive due
to unfavorable kinetics. The idea of mixing transition metal oxides was general-
ized for mixed oxidation state systems and evaluated for a Mn(II-IV) Mn(III-V)
system. Improved performance was found suggesting, that this reaction path is
relevant for the (OER). The generality of the mechanism was shown by direct
comparison with experimental findings on iridium oxide and RuO

2
.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The splitting of water into hydrogen reducing equivalents and oxygen plays a
central role in the quest for new energy carriers that can replace fossil fuels
[1–3]. In electrochemical water splitting the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
is catalyzed efficiently by many noble metals such as platinum[4–7] or alterna-
tively in alkaline solution by non noble metals such as cobalt[8] or nickel[9].
The corresponding anode reaction for the production of the (H+/e−) reducing
equivalents are unfortunately more complicated.

These complications and the importance of the oxygen evolution reac-
tion (OER) is resembled by the constant interest in this reaction over the last
decades[3, 10, 11]. With the rise of Dimensionally Stable Anodes (DSAs)[12–14]
approximately 50 years ago efficient electrocatalysts to facilitate electrocatalytic
water oxidation in industry exist. These anodes are the state of the art in
industrial electrocatalysis. The active catalyst in DSAs consists of a mixture of
RuO

2
, TiO

2
and in minor amounts also other oxides such as IrO

2
[15] painted on

a titanium electrode[12–14, 16]. Even though such electrocatalysts exhibit long
term stability up to 10 years[14] even under harsh conditions[17], they are based
on rare and expensive materials, which make it desirable to replace them by
more abundant and thus cheaper oxides with a similar or better performance.
Candidate materials are transition metal oxides such as manganese[18, 19] and
cobalt oxides[20–23].

Nature in contrast employs a rather different approach to catalyze the OER.
The catalyst employed in the biological OER, Photosystem II (PS II), which is em-
bedded into a large protein matrix is based on abundant manganese. The active
catalytic center of PS II is known to consist of a Mn

4
O

4
tetramer[24–27]. This sys-

tem is able oxidize the OER at a low overpotential with a high efficiency[28–30].
The price tag for employing a molecular catalyst based on abundant manganese
oxide is the low stability[31, 32].

The efficiency of green plants to perform the photosynthesis has provided
great inspiration to the field of artificial photosynthesis. Similarly to biological
photosynthesis it is attempted to convert sunlight directly into chemical energy.

1



2 introduction

Figure 1: The general steps in any OER mechanism are depicted. Electrochemical steps
are colored red and chemical steps blue.

A typical system for artificial photosynthesis consists of an antenna used to col-
lect sunlight, the catalytic sites where the actual water splitting happens and a
reaction center that generates an electron-hole separated state required to drive
the chemical reactions at the catalytic sites[33]. The systems discussed as possi-
ble biomimetic water oxidation catalysts are, inspired by the OER in PS II, tran-
sition metal complexes[3, 34–37] based on ruthenium[38–40], manganese[41–44]
or iridium[45, 46] with up to four transition metal cores. The choice of a molecu-
lar system has several advantages. One is the possibility to directly influence the
electronic structure of the transition metal core and thus, the redox chemistry
of the complex, by the choosing the appropriate ligand. Furthermore molecular
species exhibit a comparably higher flexibility, which can support the O-O bond
formation in a binuclear OER mechanism. Unfortunately molecular OER cata-
lysts suffer from deactivation[41, 42]. This renders their use in industrial appli-
cations, where long term stability is required, problematic.

Despite the large differences in catalyst design any candidate OER catalyst
must be able to catalyze several key steps. An overview over the key steps in
any OER mechanism is shown in Figure 1. Considering the starting point of any
water oxidation reaction to be two water molecules it is necessary to remove in
total 4 (H+/e−) reducing equivalents in a series of consecutive oxidation steps
at a minimum overpotential. Having oxidized, depending on the detailed OER
mechanism, one or two H

2
O molecules to surface oxo species, it is necessary to

recover the catalyst. Assuming oxygen evolution this is done by an O-O bond
formation followed by the release of 3O2. In the case of a binuclear mechanism
the former reaction step is purely chemical, while it is an electrochemical step
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in the case of a mononuclear mechanism[47, 48]. The main challenge in the
design of active OER catalysts is the necessity to remove the (H+/e−) couples
at an as low overpotential as possible while the resulting intermediate needs
to be sufficiently reactive to facilitate the O-O bond formation. This necessary
compromise can be expressed in a volcano plot, which is constructed based on
Sabatier’s principle. In the volcano plot the optimal catalysts can be found on
top of the curve.

The role of theory in this quest for catalysts, that show optimal behavior for
both critical reaction steps, can be manifold. The most fundamental approach is
to generate a mechanistic understanding of the OER. Based on this understand-
ing, design criteria for new enhanced catalysts can be identified and possible
descriptors can be developed. With the knowledge of design criteria and possi-
ble descriptors, theory can become a tool to scan the reactivity of a large number
of candidate catalysts in a cheap and efficient manner. A possible way to repre-
sent such data is for example the representation in a volcano plot[4, 49]. This
representation has been employed successfully to many problems[6, 50].

In the present work a combined approach of a fundamental mechanism study
followed by the scanning of a set of 3d transition metal oxide candidate systems
is performed. The mechanistic study was carried out, employing a molecular
manganese dimer model system based on existing biomimetic catalysts[38, 39,
41–44]. The insights gained from this study were used to extract the critical steps
in water oxidation. These were found to comprise the oxidation of transition
metal (TM) hydroxo moieties to form TM oxo groups and the subsequent
O-O bond formation. In the following series of studies these two reaction steps
were employed as descriptors for the reactivity of 3d transition metal oxides. All
studied 3d transition metals were found to either exhibit a large overpotential
in combination with a strongly exothermic O-O bond formation step or to
form the oxo intermediates at a too low potential resulting in a strongly en-
dothermic O-O bond formation. Based on the discovery of these two reactivity
classes the existence of OER catalysts with cancellation of endothermicity and
exothermicity thus, showing near ideal behavior, was predicted for a mixed
oxide containing one transition metal oxide from each class. This concept was
evaluated for a set of mixed 3d transition metal oxides and generalized for
mixed oxidation state systems, where a similar behavior was found.





2 T H E O R E T I C A L B A C KG R O U N D

2.1 the schrödinger equation
The fundamental equation one tries to evaluate by means of any quantum chem-
ical method is the time independent non relativistic Schrödinger equation. This
equation was proposed the first time, inspired by the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism
derived for classical mechanics and the wave description of electrons introduced
by de Broglie, by Erwin Schrödinger in 1926[51]. The similarities between the
Hamilton-Jacobi formalism and the Schrödinger equation can be appreciated
considering that the former is given by

H(q,
∂S

∂q︸︷︷︸
p

) =
∂S

∂t︸︷︷︸
E

(1)

where q is the space coordinate, S is an action and p is the momentum and
time-dependent Schrödinger equation reads

ĤΨ = i h
∂Ψ

∂t
(2)

A major difference between the Hamilton-Jakobi equations for classical mechan-
ics and the Schrödinger equation lies in the fact that the classical systems, de-
scribed by the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism, are fully determined, assuming the
complete Hamilton function is known. This is no longer the case for quantum
mechanical systems.

In the case of quantum chemical calculations, time independent situations are
considered in most cases. A time independent situation is arrived at by splitting
up the wave function Ψ into:

Ψ(r, t) = Ψ(r) exp (−i
Et
 h
) (3)

5



6 theoretical background

where the time dependent Schrödinger equation goes over into the time inde-
pendent formulation for t=0.

ĤΨ = EΨ (4)

In this differential equation E corresponds to the energy eigenvalue of the
Schrödinger equation and Ψ is the wave function. The interpretation of the
meaning of the wave function is unfortunately not straightforward. While Ψ
itself has no physical interpretation besides its mathematical meaning as an
eigenfunction, the square of the wave function |Ψ|2 is commonly interpreted as
probability density[52, 53]. Ĥ is the Hamiltonian, which is an energy operator
that contains all relevant energy operators for the system at hand. In the case of
an atomic or molecular situation, which is equal to a situation of a number of
electrons in the field of nuclei, this operator contains the repulsive interactions
between the nuclei Vnucl−nucl and electrons Vel−el, the attractive interactions
between nuclei and electrons Vel−nucl as well as the kinetic energy operators of
the nuclei Tnucl and electrons Tel.

Ĥ = Tel + Tnucl + Vnucl−nucl + Vel−el + Vnucl−el (5)

Again by applying the correspondence principle between classical and quantum
mechanics the kinetic energy operator can be defined as

∑
i

p2i
2mi

(6)

where m is the mass of the particle and the momentum p is defined as

p = −i h∇ (7)

In principle it would now be possible with the knowledge of the Schrödinger
equation and the appropriate Hamiltonian for atomic and molecular systems
to solve any quantum chemical problem exactly. In reality an exact analytical
solution is only possible for a few systems such as the hydrogen atom[51, 54] or
H+

2
[54]. All other systems require at least two approximations. One is the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation[53, 55–57]. The central idea of this approximation
is to separate the electronic and nucleus parts of the Schrödinger equation. This
is possible since the mass of electrons is much smaller compared to the nuclei,
typically by an order of magnitude of 10

4 to 10
5. Thus, the nuclei can be expected
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to move much slower compared to the electrons, resulting in electrons moving in
the field of approximately static nuclei. This allows to separate the electronic part
of the Schrödinger equation from the nucleus part as the electronic part of the
wave function becomes only parametrically dependent on nuclear coordinates.

Ψtot = ΨelΨnucl (8)

By varying the external potential defined by the coordinates of the nuclei the
Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface is obtained.

εtot(R) = εel(R) + Vnucl−nucl(R) (9)

While this approximation serves well in most cases transitions between different
potential energy surfaces can no longer be described within the framework of
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.

2.2 the hartree-fock equation
While the Born-Oppenheimer reduces the complexity of the Hamiltonian it does
not explain why it is only possible to solve the Schrödinger equation analytically
for 1 electron systems. The reason for this is the complexity of the manybody
wave function, which can not be handled due to the complications resulting
from the electron-electron interactions. For multi-electron systems this problem
is attacked by decoupling the electrons and reducing the problem to 1 electron
equations, which can be solved without problems[56]. The price tag of this pro-
cedure is, that the resulting 1-electron wave function is no longer equal to the
true manybody wave function.

One of the first practical implementations to solve the electronic Schrödinger
equation for multi-electron systems within the independent particle and Born-
Oppenheimer approximations are the Hartree-Fock equations[56, 57]. This
ansatz is the heart of all modern quantum chemical methods. It was devel-
oped by Hartree[58, 59] and later improved by Fock[60, 61] and Slater[62]
independently by introducing the exchange term and the Slater determinant
formulation of the wave function. In the Hartree-Fock ansatz the electronic
part of the atomic Hamiltonian, described in Equation 5, is used to solve the
electronic Schrödinger equation. Thus, the Hamiltonian consists of the kinetic
energy of the electrons Tel, the electrostatic interactions between electrons and
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nuclei, which define the external potential (vext(r)) the electrons are moving in,
and the Hartree potential vHartree(r), which describes the interactions between
the electrons. In order to reduce the computational effort the exact position of
the electrons are replaced by the effective potential of the surrounding electrons.
However, it was soon realized that this ansatz is not sufficient since it does not
account for the Pauli principle and contains the interaction of an electron with
itself. These shortcomings were solved by introducing an exchange term and
a Slater determinant ansatz for the wave function. The resulting Hartree-Fock
equation is then

−
 h2

2m
∇2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Tel

+ −
∑
I

ZIe
2

|r − RI|︸ ︷︷ ︸
vext(r)=vnucl−el(r)

+
∑
j

∫
d3r ′

e2

|r − r ′|
|Ψj(r ′)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸

vHartree(r)=vel−el(r)


Ψi(r)−

∑
j

∫
d3r ′

e2

|r − r ′|
Ψ∗j (r

′)Ψi(r ′)Ψj(r)δσiσj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ex

= εiΨi(r)

(10)

While the kinetic energy and electrostatic contributions are describing a physical
situation, the exchange energy part Ex is required to subtract the interactions of
the electrons with itself and other electrons of the same spin in the same spatial
region, which is introduced by the Hartree potential vHartree. Thus, Ex is equal to
vHartree when electron i is equal to electron j and zero for all other cases. Having
solved all 1-electron Hartree-Fock equations the total energy of the system can
finally be obtained from:

εtot =
∑
i

εi − vHartree − Ex + vnucl−nucl (11)

The subtraction of the Hartree potential is necessary in order to avoid double
counting.

Even though the Hamiltonian used to calculate the total energy is in principle
exact for a non-relativistic system within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
the energies obtained with the Hartree-Fock equation are generally poor com-
pared to the exact total energy[63]. This deviation, which is generally negative,
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i.e. the Hartree-Fock energy is always larger than the exact energy, is called corre-
lation energy[56]. The correlation effects can be attributed to inaccuracies result-
ing from the erroneous description of the correlated electron movement, which
results in a too weak repulsion of electrons in the effective potential used in
Hartree-Fock (dynamic correlation). A second contribution to the correlation en-
ergy is the static correlation. Static correlation concerns the fact that only a single
determinant is used to describe the wave function in the Hartree-Fock method.
Although this approximation is valid in many cases it may not be sufficient for
the ground state of all structures. The latter effect is especially problematic in
systems were the ground state consists of several near-degenerate states as it
can often be found in transition metal chemistry[64].

In ab initio quantum chemistry a rich set of tools was developed to deal with
both dynamic and static correlation effects. These methods would in principle
allow for very accurate results by systematic improvement of the basis set and
methodology. A major drawback however results from the comparably high com-
putational costs rendering these methods inapplicable for larger systems.

2.3 density functional theory
A complementary ansatz to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation is Density
Functional Theory (DFT). In pure DFT, which is based on the theorem by Hohen-
berg and Kohn[65], the electron density is used instead of the wave function. In
the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem a connection between the external potential and
the electron density is made by proofing that a unique external potential vext(r)
exists for any ground state electron density n(r)[65–67].

n(r) −→ vext(r) + const (12)

This means in the case of an atomic or molecular system that, if the exact elec-
tron density n(r) is known for the system at hand, the external potential vext(r)
containing all information about the electrostatic interactions between the elec-
trons and nuclei is exactly defined. Together with the fact that the number of
electrons is known via the relationship

N =

∫
n(r)d3r (13)
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the Hamiltonian of the system would be known exactly. This would in principle
allow for an exact solution of the electronic Schrödinger equation. However, this
relationship is unfortunately only implicit[57], which renders the Hohenberg-
Kohn theorem inapplicable for any practical problem in a direct manner.

Having this limitation of DFT in mind, a more practical formulation is re-
quired to solve computational chemistry problems. Such a formulation of DFT
are the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations[68].−

 h2

2m
∇2 + vext(r) + vHartree(r) + vxc(r)︸ ︷︷ ︸

veff(r)

Ψi(r) = εiΨi(r) (14)

In the KS formulation of DFT, which is inspired by Hartree-Fock theory, the
electron density n(r) used in pure DFT is replaced by a wave function ansatz

n(r) =
N∑
i=1

|Ψi(r)|2 (15)

and an additional term, the exchange-correlation functional vxc(r) is added,
which contains the correlation effects and the non-classical part of the kinetic
energy of the electrons.

When comparing the KS implementation of DFT as formulated in Equation 14

with the Hartree-Fock equations in Equation 10 many similarities can be found.
The Hartree-Fock equations can indeed be obtained from KS-DFT by neglecting
the exchange-correlation functional in KS-DFT and removing the exchange term
in Hartree-Fock. Even though the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions obtained from
the KS equations have little physical meaning[57, 67] they are successfully in-
terpreted as the correct one-particle energies and are used to calculate the total
energy of the system at hand via

Etot =
∑
i

∫
|φi(r)|

 h2

2m
∇2dr+

∑
i

∑
j

∫ ∫
|φi(r)|2

e2

|r − r ′|
|φj(r ′)|2drdr ′+

Exc[ρ(r)] −
∑
i

∫ ∑
A

ZAe
2

|r − RA|
|φi(r)|2dr

(16)
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If the exact exchange-correlation functional is known, the total energies obtained
with Equation 16 would be exact within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
for a non-relativistic system. In reality the exact form of Exc is unfortunately
unknown and can only be approximated, which introduces severe complications.
In the following the term "DFT" will be used meaning the KS formulation of DFT
if not explicitly mentioned otherwise.

2.4 the exchange-correlation functional
Having learned that the exact functional Exc is not known, a large number of
approximated functionals were developed over the years. Any functional is con-
structed of an exchange and correlation part. The former contribution has a
similar role compared to the Hartree-Fock exchange. However, additional to
removing the interaction of an electron with itself, it contains some static cor-
relation contributions[64, 69, 70]. In principle this contribution to the exchange-
correlation (xc) functional is known exactly from Hartree-Fock theory. However,
it is found that the usage of approximated exchange functionals gives better re-
sults due to a cancellation of errors with the non-exact correlation functional
[64, 66]. The DFT correlation on the other hand takes care of the dynamic corre-
lation effects. This part of the xc functional is not known exactly.

The simplest approximation for an xc functional is the local spin-density ap-
proximation (LSDA). Within the LSDA the electron density is approximated by
a homogeneous electron gas. This means, that the electron density is assumed to
be constant at every point. The functional for such a homogeneous electron gas is
known with high accuracy[67, 68, 71]. Such an approximation of an electron gas
is an acceptable approximation for strongly delocalized systems such as metals.
For systems of this type, which are at least somewhat similar to an homogeneous
electron gas, results within an error margin of 10%-20% for the energy and bond
lengths within 1% can be expected for LSDA[66]. While this ansatz works as-
tonishingly well for this type of systems, more localized electronic structures, as
they can be found in molecules, are known to be problematic. Indeed, LSDA can
be expected to fail completely due to the strong variations of the electron density
over the whole compound[57, 67].

The inaccuracy of the LSDA functionals can be understood considering the
fact, that they do not take the influence of a varying electron density into ac-
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count. Thus, the next logic step in improving the xc-functionals is by consid-
ering the variation of electron density in the close proximity. This is done in
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functionals. Here, the informa-
tion about the surrounding is added by additionally considering the gradient of
the electron density[57, 67, 72]. As a result of this improved treatment an accu-
racy was arrived at that made it possible to apply DFT to chemical problems.
Typically GGA functionals are constructed in such a manner that they contain
separated exchange and correlation parts that can be combined to a total xc func-
tional. The construction of the approximate exchange functionals is in general
mostly guided by the accuracy of the mathematical formulation with respect
to the quality of the results rather than by the physics behind[67]. Typical ex-
change functionals used for GGA calculations are among others the exchange
functional by Becke, B88[73], by Perdew, P86[74], or by Perdew, Burke and Enz-
erhof, PBE[75]. Often used GGA correlation functionals are the LYP functional
derived by Lee, Yang and Parr[76] which is based on the model for the corre-
lation energy of a helium atom derived by Colle and Salvetti[67, 77, 78], or the
functional by Perdew Burke and Enzerhof (PBE)[75]. Despite the large variety of
different GGA functionals the results obtained when employing different func-
tionals are in most cases very similar[67].

While already the GGA exchange functionals typically contain a parameter
that is fitted such that the functionals show optimal performance[67], additional
improvement may be obtained by adding a certain amount of exact exchange
taken from Hartree Fock. The functionals obtained by this ansatz are so called
hybrid functionals. The amount of exact exchange, LSDA exchange and GGA
exchange is varied by parameters. The numbers of parameters used is defined
in the name of the functional, i.e. in B3LYP three parameters are employed, while
PBE1PBE requires only one parameter. The typical form of such a functional is
given for the B3LYP[79] functional employed in the present work:

EB3LYPxc = (1− a)ELSDAX + aEexactX + bEB88X + cELYPC + (1− c)ELSDAC (17)

In the construction of the B3LYP functional the B88[73] GGA exchange together
with some amount of LSDA exchange and correlation and the LYP[76] correla-
tion functional is used. The amount of exact exchange in this functional is 20%.
A formulation optimized to the low spin - high spin energy difference in iron
complexes containing only 15% was suggested by Reiher et al.[80]. Generally
functionals of this type show good performance for many applications[81, 82].
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2.5 major flaws of dft
While the KS formulation of DFT is still exact, given the exact xc-functional
would be known, this is no longer the case when employing the approximate
functionals presented in Section 2.4. Here, two serious flaws are introduced into
DFT, the self-interaction error (SIE)[67, 70, 83, 84, 84, 85] and errors resulting
from static correlation[69, 70, 84].

The SIE is closely related to the approximated exchange functionals employed
in DFT. It describes the problem that the electrons in DFT not only have repul-
sive interactions with other electrons as it can be expected, but also interact with
themselves. This has several severe implications. The most obvious result is a ten-
dency to favor delocalized, metallic states over local electron configurations[85].
An example for this effect is NiO which appears to be metallic in DFT while
an insulating antiferromagnetic electronic structure is found in experiment
[57, 86]. In cases where an antiferromagnetic description of the electronic struc-
ture is required correction procedures such as broken-symmetry DFT have to
be employed[87, 88]. Another effect of the SIE is the fact that band gaps in GGA
DFT are generally strongly underestimated[57, 84, 89]. A general solution for
this problem does unfortunately not exist. However it was found that hybrid
functionals show improved performance for predicting band gaps[84, 90]. A
second common approach to minimize the effect of the SIE, especially when
dealing with band gaps, is the usage of the DFT+U ansatz[91], where an on-site
repulsion U is added as an additional semi-empirical parameter. This on-site
repulsion can be understood as a penalty for delocalization of the electrons.
Thus, localization of the electrons is enforced. Typical values for this on-site
repulsion are of the order of a few eV[91].

A second major problem in present day DFT is static correlation[69, 70, 84].
Similar to the Hartree-Fock theory, KS-DFT in the framework of todays approx-
imate functionals relies only on a single determinant to describe the wave func-
tion. Thus, problems can be expected for systems where the wave function is
of multi-configurational nature, e.g. due to a number of near-degenerate states.
Even though this problem exists both in Hartree-Fock theory and DFT, the rea-
sons are slightly different. While in the former case the Hamiltonian is in princi-
ple exact for the non-relativistic case, the problem is caused by an incomplete de-
scription of the wave function. In the framework of KS-DFT however the problem
is triggered by the necessity to approximate the exact correlation functional[67].
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2.6 basis sets and pseudopotentials
Having discussed the machinery and problems of wave function based quantum
chemical methods and DFT, their implementation remains to be discussed. A
central consideration for any type of calculation is the choice of basis set. Basis
sets are a set of functions used to approximate the molecular orbitals of the
system at hand. From a purely physical perspective the most natural choice
would be to express the molecular orbitals as a set of Slater functions, which
mimic the shape of the exact 1s hydrogen atomic orbital[56, 63, 67]. However for
computational reasons the most common type of basis sets employ Gaussian-
type orbitals (GTOs)[56, 63, 67, 92]. GTOs are Gaussian functions of the form

ΦGTO = Nxlymzne−αr
2

(18)

where N is the normalization factor, α the orbital exponent and the exponents
l, m and n define the orbital type. The orbital coefficient α is used to determine
how compact the orbital is. In the case of a diffuse orbital a small α is used
while α is large for a compact orbital. Unfortunately the shape of GTOs differs
slightly from those of the Slater-type orbitals (STOs). This problem is avoided
by employing a set of Gaussians to form a contracted Gaussian function resem-
bling the features of a STO. A basis set of this type is referred to as STO-LG,
where L defines the number of Gaussians employed to mimic the STO. Typi-
cally L is at least 3. However the results obtained by employing only one set
of contracted Gaussian functions, a so called minimal basis set, are generally
poor. This makes it necessary to use more than one set. Basis sets where two or
three sets of contracted Gaussian functions are used are referred to as double
and triple-ζ, respectively. In split-valence basis sets however only the orbitals
occupied by the valence electrons are mimicked by more than one set of con-
tracted Gaussians. Typical examples of a split-valence basis set are the 6-31G
double-ζ or 6-311G triple-ζ basis set. In the 6-31G basis set the core electrons
are modeled by one contracted Gaussian function consisting of 6 GTOs and the
valence electrons by two contracted Gaussians consisting of 3 and 1 GTO, re-
spectively. More often than not it is additionally required to add functions of
a higher orbital momentum, e.g. a set of d functions to Li-Ne. These functions
are called polarization functions and add an additional flexibility to the wave
function by allowing the orbitals to distort from their original symmetry. Addi-
tional improvement can be obtained by adding diffuse functions which have a
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small orbital coefficient and are thus shallow. These functions are required when
modeling anionic systems. While the choice of the basis set is crucial in ab initio
calculations[93, 94], it is found that DFT is generally less sensible towards the
choice of basis set[67, 95]. Similar to Gaussian basis sets are numerical basis sets.
Here, the atomic orbitals are represented by a numerical grid centered on the
atom instead of Gaussians[67, 96].

In solid state calculations plane waves are often used as a third type of basis
sets is often employed when dealing with periodic boundary conditions. A main
advantage, giving rise to their popularity when dealing with periodic boundary
conditions is the fact that they are already in a form that is conform with the
Bloch theorem[57]. Their general form is

ΨGf =
1√
V
ei(k+G)r (19)

where G refers to the reciprocal lattice vector. The number of plane waves in-
cluded in the calculation is defined by the cutoff energy, which defines the max-
imum kinetic energy of the plane waves used in the calculations.

 h2(k + G)

2mel
< Ecutoff (20)

While their usage is very efficient from a formal point of view it results in prac-
tice in a huge number of plane waves that needs to be dealt with. Thus, it is
desirable to reduce the size of the required basis set. This means in practice
that approximations for the core region are employed and only the valence elec-
trons are modeled explicitly. This lowers the number of required plane-waves
significantly[97]. Typical pseudopotentials employed are norm-conserving[97]
and ultra-soft pseudopotentials[97, 98]. In the case of norm-conserving pseu-
dopotentials the central condition for constructing the pseudopotential is, that
inside the core region, which is defined by a cut-off radius, the norm of the
pseudo wave function is equal to the norm of the all electron wave function. In
this approximation the exact nodal structure in the core region is no longer of
importance, which allows to reduce the number of required plane waves. How-
ever, still a significant amount of plane waves are needed to fulfill the condition
of norm conservation[97]. By lifting this condition, additional flexibility may be
gained, which allows to further reduce the size of the basis set. This is done
in the ultrasoft-pseudopotentials. Here the core region no longer needs to be
described by the plane wave basis set but is approximated by an effective local
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potential. This correction is chosen so that it mimics the effect of norm conserva-
tion without using the plane wave basis and thus ensures the correct behavior
of the electrons in the valence shell[97].

2.7 transition state search algorithms
A central problem in quantum chemistry is the search for transition states in
order to judge whether a thermodynamically possible reaction can occur at a
significant rate. Over the years a number of algorithms were developed to per-
form this task. Two of the most commonly used algorithms are the nudged
elastic band (NEB)[99, 100] and the linear synchronous transit (LST)/quadratic
synchronous transit (QST)[56, 101, 102] methods.

The starting point of the NEB method is a linear pathway between the reactant
and product states modeled by a set of intermediate structures along the path.
The minimum energy path is then searched by minimizing the forces of the
intermediates used to describe the initial path[100].

An alternative algorithm is the LST/QST method. In the LST method the max-
imum between reactant and product is estimated by a series of single point
calculations at a linear interpolation between both points. This is followed by
a minimization of the energy perpendicular to the previous LST step using a
standard geometry optimization algorithms such as the BFGS algorithm.

The QST algorithm requires in contrast to the LST method already knowledge
about the approximate structure of the transition state. This knowledge is used
to approximate the reaction path by a quadratic function. This is again followed
by an energy minimization orthogonal to the QST step. In many cases the LST
and QST methods are used in combination. Typically theses algorithms start
with a LST step followed by minimization of the energy orthogonal to the LST
path. This guess of the transition state is then used for the subsequent QST step.

The algorithms for transition state searches discussed above allow in many
cases to successfully find the transition state and calculate the activation barrier
corresponding to the reaction step. The applicability of these methods is how-
ever limited to systems where DFT is valid over the whole reaction coordinate. In
cases where this is not the case the calculated activation barriers are likely to be
wrong. Such a situation can be envisaged among others when the minimum en-
ergy path contains a crossing between two electronic states, so called interstates’
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crossings. The multi-reference character of the wave function is small in cases
where the transition between the two electronic states employs an avoided cross-
ing with a strong coupling between the two states, which results in sufficiently
large energy gap. Thus, a DFT proper single-determinantal wave function is suf-
ficient and DFT may still be employed[103]. In the cases where this coupling
is weak, the correct wave function close to such interstates’ crossings is often
multi-configurational in nature. This renders the single-determinant wave func-
tion ansatz employed in KS-DFT insufficient. Thus, an alternative procedure is
required that build on the DFT proper intermediate states to estimate the activa-
tion barriers for such systems.

When dealing with bond formation reactions from a bi-radical state such as
in the OER discussed in the present work the coupling between the states is
expected to be small even in the case of an avoided crossing. This renders DFT
inapplicable for modeling the transition state for the reason discussed above.
The procedure used in the present work employs the force constants of the
vibrational modes of the di-oxo and µ-peroxo intermediate associated to the
O-O bond formation. In paper II an alternative procedure avoiding these prob-
lems by relying only on the validity of the reactant and product states was pro-
posed. Assuming a high density of states, which is equal to Ea � hν, and thus
the influence of the anharmonicity to be negliable, the activation barrier can be
estimated from the crossing of the harmonic oscillators plotted from the force
constants of the relevant modes. An analytical expression for this procedure is
arrived at from the effective harmonic oscillators of product

EProd =
kProd
2

x2 (21)

and reactant
EReact =

kReact
2

(x−∆x)2 +D (22)

Here D is equal to the energy difference between reactant and product, i.e.
D=-ΔE. This definition implies that an exothermic reaction step corresponds
to a positive D. Δx is the difference between the corresponding bond lengths in
the reactant and product states (Δx = xReact - xProd). From EProd = EReact follows

xTS = −
kReact
2γ

∆x±

√
(
kReact
2γ

∆x)2 +
kReact
2γ

(∆x)2 +
D

γ
(23)
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and with
γ =

kProd − kReact
2

(24)

the bond length in the transition state can be obtained. With this knowledge, the
corresponding activation barrier becomes

Ea = EProd(xTS) −D (25)

The activation barriers obtained by this method can be expected to present an
upper bound of the real activation barrier. This is because here the energy of the
actual crossing between the states is approximated. In reality it is likely that an
avoided crossing with a possibly small coupling between the states can be found.
This results in a lower activation energy.
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3.1 molecular systems
The molecular model catalyst shown in Figure 2 was employed in the present
work. The dimer was inspired by PS II[24, 25] and other related biomimetic
molecular catalysts[38, 39, 41–44]. It consists of two manganese atoms in an
octahedral ligand field, bridged by two µ-OH units. The model dimer is ter-
minated by two propane dialdehyde (pdial) moieties, which can be obtained
from acetylacetonate (acac) ligands by removing the two methyl-groups, and
two hydroxo moieties standing trans to the water molecules subject to subse-
quent (H+/e−) abstraction.

The unrestricted spin DFT calculations at the molecular systems were
performed with the Gaussian03 code[104] employing the B3LYP hybrid
functional[73, 76, 79]. The influence of the exact exchange was evaluated
by additional single point calculations at the B3LYP structures employing the
BLYP GGA functional[73, 76]. All calculations were performed using the the
triple-ζ 6-311++G basis set with diffuse functions on all atoms. Convergence of
the wave functions was achieved using Pulay mixing[105]. In cases where no
convergence could be achieved the quadratic convergence scheme[106] was used

Figure 2: The molecular manganese dimer model complex employed in the present study
is depicted. The Mn

2
(OH)

2
core is terminated by two hydroxo moieties and two

pdial groups.

19
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instead. Solvent effects, entropy and zero point energy were assumed to be neg-
ligible. The redox reaction steps were modeled employing the tyrosine (TyrOH)
tyrosyl radical (TyrO•) redox couple as electron and proton sink.

3.2 surface reactions
The electrocatalytic reactions on surfaces were modeled using periodic bound-
ary conditions and a simple test rig embedding. A detailed discussion of the
test rig can be found in Section 3.4. All DFT calculations on this surface model
system were performed using the CASTEP code[107] as implemented into the
Materials Studio suite[108]. A PBE[75] GGA functional in combination with a
Γ-point k-point set and a cut-off energy of 400 eV was used. The core electrons
were modeled by an ultrasoft pseudopotential[98]. The convergence of the Self
Consistant Field (SCF) procedure was aided by a smearing of 0.1 eV. Conver-
gence of the SCF was assumed for an energy change below 10

−6 eV/atom. The
geometry of the test rigs was relaxed employing a BFGS algorithm, which is an
implementation of the quasi-Newtonian optimization method. Convergence was
assumed for a difference in the total energy below 2 ∗ 10

−5 eV/atom combined
with a maximum force of 0.05 eV/Å and a maximum displacement of 0.002 Å.
In cases were a cell optimization was performed a Pulay pressure below 0.1 GPa
was required. All required molecules were modeled employing the above specifi-
cations and a supercell of the size of 10 Å x 10 Å x 15 Å. Similar to the molecular
system the TyrOH/TyrO• redox couple was used as reference.

3.3 activation barriers
The activation barriers presented here are estimated applying the procedure de-
scribed in Section 2.7. In case of a molecular embedding, the force constants are
extracted from the Gaussian03 calculations after identification of the relevant
vibrational modes.

When considering the MgOx(OH)y embedding, the force constants were ex-
tracted from additional Dmol3 [96, 109] calculations in order to reduce the com-
putational effort. All energy differences and O—O distances were taken from
CASTEP calculations. The Dmol3 calculations were performed employing the
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PBE[75] GGA functional, a Γ-point k-point set and a double-ζ numerical basis
set with polarization functions (DNP). The core electrons were approximated
with a hardness conserving pseudopotential[110]. The convergence of the SCF
was aided by a smearing of 0.005 Ha and convergence was assumed for an en-
ergy change below 10

−6 Ha. Convergence of the geometry was assumed for a
maximum force of 0.002 Ha/Å, a maximum displacement of 0.005 Å and an
energy change below 10

−5 Ha.

3.4 the test rig embedding
The OER on surfaces is modeled on the test rig embedding shown in Figure 3.
It consists of a 2 monolayer thick 1-dimensional wire containing in total 8

MgOx(OH)y units where the two central MgOx(OH)y units are replaced by the
transition metal oxide catalysts. The test rigs are separated by 7 Å of vacuum in
order to avoid interactions. The oxidation states are adjusted by hydrogenation
of the oxo groups standing trans to the adsorbed water molecules subject to
water oxidation, i.e. hydroxo groups are exchanged for oxo-moieties and vice
versa. A similar rig embedding was successfully employed by Johnsson-Waas et
al.[111].

In contrast to the molecular model system, which reflects in principle a re-
alistic situation that can be envisaged in molecular OER catalysts, the peri-
odic boundary conditions represent only an approximate surface model. The
MgOx(OH)y embedding was chosen for two main reasons. First, it significantly

Figure 3: The test rig employed to study electrocatalytic reactions on surfaces is depicted.
The rig consists of a 1-dimensional 2 monolayer thick wire of 8 MgOx(OH)y
units. The two central magnesium atoms are replaced by the transition metal
oxide catalyst.
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Figure 4: A comparison between the results obtained for Mn(III-V) dimer embedded into
the MgOx(OH)y test rig and a molecular embedding is shown. Both systems
are compared to recent experimental findings on g-MnOOH[18, 19].

reduces the computational costs of modeling by reducing the size of the model
system. Despite the obvious differences between the 1-dimensional MgOx(OH)y
embedding and situations found in a realistic electrocatalysts, good performance
of the model may be expected assuming a purely local chemistry.

The relevance and accuracy of the test rig embedding is discussed by compar-
ison of the (Mn(IV)−OH)

2
- (Mn(V)−−O)

2
- Mn(IV)-O-O-Mn(IV) reaction sequence

for a molecular and a test rig embedded Mn(III-V) dimer candidate catalyst.
The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 4. Despite quantitative dif-
ferences between the two embeddings, i.e. the two (H+/e−) oxidation steps at
the free molecular model system is found to be 1.45 eV versusTyrOH/TyrO•

compared to 1.18 eV for the rig model qualitative agreement can be claimed. It
is also gratifying to note that, assuming solvent effects and differences between
the uncorrected energies used here and the Gibbs Free Energies to be negligible,
the calculations are in qualitative agreement with recent experimental findings
for water oxidation at a MnOOH catalyst[18, 19].

The quantitative differences between the rig and the molecular embedding
can partially be attributed to the differences in the type of embeddings. The
MgOx(OH)y embedding only allows for ionic interactions with the active sites.
In case of the molecular systems, interactions from the conjugated π-electron
system of the pdial ligand into the dxz and dyz orbitals are possible. These con-
tributions can be expected to compete with the partial double bond character of
the Mn(V)=O bond, which in turn weakens the double bond character. As a re-
sult a less favorable Mn(IV)-O• bonding situation is found, resulting in a higher
energy cost for the redox step (see Figure 4).
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3.5 the choice of electronic structure
As discussed in Section 2.5, DFT is limited to problems that can be described
by a single-determinantal wave function[69, 70, 84]. While many problems ad-
dressed in chemistry show a large enough gap between the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
orbitals ensuring the required single-reference character of the wave function,
this is not the case for the systems at hand. An additional complication is in-
troduced into the manganese dimer by the known antiferromagnetic coupling
between the manganese atoms[112–115]. This is problematic for two reasons.
First of all it is likely that more than one electronic configuration accounts for
a possible antiferromagnetic ground state. Thus, the wave function is expected
to be of multi-configurational nature which can not be handled by KS-DFT. A
second problem arises from the SIE enforcing a delocalization of the d electrons
which may result in a metallic instead of the physically correct antiferromagnetic
solution. The latter problem can in principle be dealt with by using a hybrid func-
tional in case of the molecular systems or a DFT+U approach for the solid state
calculations. The former problem requires explicit treatment of the static corre-
lation effects. While in ab initio quantum chemistry such a type of problems may
be attempted to be solved employing a multireference method, no analogous
standard methodology exists in DFT. However, even in case of the molecular sit-
uation the ab initio methods offer no remedy since despite attempts to apply this
methodology to transition metal complexes[116, 117] they can still be regarded
as too complicated due to the size of the active space necessary to describe the
wave function correctly.

A second alternative to treat antiferromagnetic coupling is the procedure intro-
duced by Noodleman et al.[87, 88, 118, 119] which relies on a broken symmetry
DFT ansatz. This procedure was considered, but is not applied here. Instead a
simpler but also more approximative procedure was employed.

By applying Hund’s rule to the transition metal ions discussed in the present
work a high spin configuration a high spin configuration is arrived at. The in-
herent multi-configurational nature of a possible antiferromagnetic coupling, as
it can typically be found in manganese dimers, is cured by assuming a ferro-
magnetic coupling between all unpaired electrons. As a result of these two as-
sumptions a KS-DFT proper single determinantal wave function is arrived at.
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Additionally a reduction in the DFT inherent SIE can be expected due to the
artificial localization of the unpaired electrons.

The error of such an assumption can be considered to be small since the en-
ergies involved in magnetic coupling are generally small compared to reaction
energies. As an example the Neél temperature of antiferromagnets is in most
cases far below 1000 K[120, 121], which would correspond to an error of approx-
imately 0.1 eV. Hence, the robustness of the results speaks in favor of choosing
the high-spin ferromagnetic state in all cases although it introduces an additional
methodological uncertainty.

While the electronic structure of the 3d transition metals can be treated by
assuming high spin and ferromagnetic coupling between unpaired electrons,
this is no longer possible for heavier transition metals such as iridium. These
elements are experimentally known to only show low spin configuration[121].
Consequently a low spin configuration was chosen in the calculations.

3.6 the tyrosine reference
In contrast to most other studies[47, 48, 122, 123] on water oxidation, where the
HER is chosen as a proton and electron sink, the TyrOH/TyrO• redox reaction
is employed here throughout the whole work. The choice of reference is in prin-
ciple arbitrary and any system capable of removing one (H+/e−) couple at a
time may be used. While the choice of the TyrOH/TyrO• redox couple might at
the first glance seem somewhat eccentric it is partly inspired by PS II, where this
redox system is possibly involved in the (H+/e−) abstraction during the water
oxidation cycle[28, 124, 125]. A second more important reason is the similarity
of the redox potentials for water oxidation and the TyrOH/TyrO• couple, which
allows for a much simpler interpretation of the results. Indeed, the redox poten-
tial of the TyrOH/TyrO• couple can be found at approximately 0.94 V versus
normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)[126, 126, 127], which is close to the 1.23 V
relative to the NHE at pH 0 for water oxidation. While this is still approximately
0.3 V below the actual onset of the OER it must be remembered that these po-
tentials are only valid in the case of all reactions occurring in aqueous solution.
In the present theoretical study the actual water oxidation steps are modeled
neglecting all solvent effects. Thus, single H

2
O molecules in vacuum are the sub-

strate for water oxidation. Therefore, when comparing the obtained results with
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redox potentials in aqueous solutions, the energy costs for transferring liquid
water into the gas phase must be added. Furthermore it is assumed that the mi-
nus in entropy resulting from the loss of translational and rotational degrees of
freedom and gain in binding energy when adsorbing a water molecule at a free
catalytic site cancel, i.e.

H2O(g) + TM
∗ −→ TM−OH2 ∆G0 ≈ 0 (26)

Based on this assumption the total free energy for the abstraction of four
(H+/e−) couples at the TyrOH/TyrO• potential from a transition metal site
comes approximately out to be

4eE0TyrOH/TyrO• = 3.76 eV (27)

When comparing this to the thermodynamic limit of

∆G0OER = 4eE0OER = 4.92 eV (28)

the TyrOH/TyrO• system comes out to be not sufficient to drive the OER. In
the present set of calculations the energy costs for transferring liquid water into
the gas phase needs to be added, due to the neglect of solvent effects. This ac-
counts for approximately 2*0.5 eV[128]. Thus, the resulting free energy change
for the TyrOH/TyrO• redox couple becomes 4.76 eV (=̂1.19 V) which is compa-
rably close to 4.92 eV. It can thus be expected that the TyrOH/TyrO• potential is
approximately equal to the onset energy of water oxidation.

An additional beneficial effect resulting from the choice of the TyrOH/TyrO•

redox couple is the approximate cancellation of errors resulting from solvent
effects, entropy and zero-point energy for the electrochemical steps. This can-
cellation can be understood by applying the corresponding Born-Haber cycle
shown in Figure 5. In the Born-Haber cycle the oxidation steps occurring in
aqueous solution are split into three steps. These steps comprise the conversion
of the solvated reactants into gas phase (step 1), the chemical reaction (step 2)
and the solvation of the products (step 3). In this cycle, only the energy differ-
ence for step 2 is explicitly modeled by DFT. Due to the similarities between the
reactants and products of both the TyrOH/TyrO• redox couple and the inter-
mediates in water oxidation, cancellation of errors from solvent effects, entropy
and zero-point energy may be expected. As a result the reaction energies of the
water oxidation steps

Mn−OH2(ads) + TyrO
• −→Mn−OH(ads) + TyrOH(g) ∆E1 (29)
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Figure 5: The Born-Haber cycle describing the electrochemical reaction step in solution
by an equivalent reaction path following a 3 step mechanism is depicted. The
equivalent reaction steps comprise the conversion of the solvated reactants into
gas phase (step 1), the chemical reaction (step 2) and the solvation of the prod-
ucts (step 3).

and

Mn−OH(ads) + TyrO
• −→Mn = O(ads) + TyrOH(g) ∆E2 (30)

become approximately similar to the change in the Gibbs Free energy at, i.e.
Δ G0

1
≈ Δ E0

1
and Δ G0

2
≈ Δ E0

2
.

3.7 convergence test
A critical parameter in the accuracy of any calculation is the necessary compro-
mise between the computational costs and a sufficiently large basis set and in
the case of periodic boundary conditions calculations the k-point set. In what
follows the accuracy of the chosen parameters will be discussed.

Starting the discussion with the CASTEP plane wave calculations, the accuracy
of the calculations is defined by the k-point set and the cutoff energy of the
plane wave basis set. A convergence test for the choice of cutoff energy and the
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Table 1: The convergence of the k-point and basis sets are summarized. The k-point
set and plane-wave cutoff energy convergences is discussed for the Mn(III-V)
dimer embedded into the MgOx(OH)y embedding employing the O-O bond
formation step as benchmark reaction. The convergence of the Gaussian basis
set is discussed with respect to the oxidation of Mn(IV)-OH to Mn(V)=O at a
Mn(pdial)

2
(OH)

2
monomer using the B3LYP xc-functional.

MgOx(OH)y embedding Mn(pdial)
2
(OH)

2

k-point set cutoff energy

k-points E [eV] Ecutoff [eV] E [eV] basis set E [eV]

1x1x1 -0.84 300 -0.90 6-311++G 0.84

2x1x1 -0.84 350 -0.84 6-311+G(d) 0.97

4x1x1 -0.84 400 -0.84 6-311+G(d,p) 0.95

450 -0.84

500 -0.84

k-point set can be found in Table 1. The convergence is tested for the O-O bond
formation step at a Mn(III-V) dimer embedded into the MgOx(OH)y rig.

2Mn(V) = O −→Mn(IV) −O−O−Mn(IV) (31)

The cutoff energies are varied between 300 eV and 500 eV at a Γ-point k-point set.
Furthermore k-point sets from 1x1x1 up to 4x1x1 at a 400 eV cutoff are compared.
A minor change in energy from -0.90 eV to -0.84 eV can be seen when increasing
the cutoff from 300 eV to 350 eV, above 350 eV the reaction energy is found to be
constant. Thus, an increase of the basis set beyond 350 eV will not increase the
accuracy of the calculations. In case of an increased k-point set no differences
were found when increasing it from a Γ-point k-point set to a 4x1x1 set (see
Table 1). This result is not unexpected considering the purely ionic nature of
the MgOx(OH)y embedding. This type of embedding allows only for long range
ionic interactions. The band dispersion, described by the k-points can therefore
be assumed to be negligible due to the missing bonding and antibonding inter-
actions between the unit cells. This results in the insensitivity of the reaction
energy with respect to the chosen k-point set found here.
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In case of the Gaussian03 calculations the 6-311++G basis set was employed.
Even though DFT is not as sensible as ab initio quantum chemical methods to-
wards the size of the basis set, the complete neglect of polarization functions
may still be a major source of errors. This effect is presumably especially large
for the description of the Mn(V)=O bond, which would profit the most from the
additional flexibility of the wave function introduced by polarization functions.
The convergence with respect to the inclusion of polarization functions is sum-
marized in Table 1. The test is performed for a Mn(pdial)

2
(OH)

2
monomer ap-

plying the Mn(IV)-OH to Mn(V)=O oxidation step as benchmark reaction. While
a minor increase in the oxidation energy can be found upon inclusion of polar-
ization functions, the effect is still small compared to all other sources of errors.
Thus, the choice of a 6-311++G basis set can be considered as sufficient for the
qualitative accuracy needed in the present study.
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In what follows the contents of the publications attached to this work will be
reviewed. In Section 4.1 the fundamental OER mechanism is discussed for a
molecular manganese dimer. This discussion is based on the results presented
in the Publications II and III. The insights gained from the mechanistic study
are then applied in Section 4.3.1. The first part of that section comprises a com-
parative study of the reactivity of a series of 3d TM oxides embedded into the
MgOx(OH)y test rig. This part is based on the Publications IV and V. Addition-
ally a comparison of the performance of manganese oxide with IrO

2
, which can

be found in Paper VI, is included. In Section 4.3.3 the implications of the Pub-
lications IV and V concerning to the possibility of improving the performance
of the homonuclear OER catalysts by mixing transition metals are presented.
The idea of mixed TM oxide catalysts is then generalized for mixed oxidation
state systems in Section 4.3.4 (Paper VI). In order to test the validity of the bin-
uclear paradigm, a discussion concerning recent experimental findings on IrOx
(Section 4.3.2) and RuO

2
(Section 4.2) is added. These sections are based on the

Papers I and VII.

4.1 the binuclear mechanism
In literature two main mechanisms for water oxidation are discussed. These
mechanisms differ with respect to the O-O bond formation step. In case of
the mononuclear mechanism, supported by several groups[45, 47, 48, 122, 129,
130], the O-O bond formation is facilitated by the reaction between a bulk wa-
ter molecule and a surface TM=O species. This results in the formation of a
TM-OOH intermediate. The binuclear OER mechanism in contrast requires two
neighboring surface TM=O moieties to form the O-O bond. In this intramolecu-
lar reaction step a µ-peroxo bridged species is formed. Such a binuclear mecha-

29
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Figure 6: The assumed binuclear OER mechanism is illustrated. The catalytic steps can
be divided into a series of electrochemical (red) and chemical steps (blue).

nism was first proposed several decades ago by Bockris et al.[11] and is consid-
ered to be relevant by a few groups[18, 19, 131].

One of the aims of the present work is to evaluate and gain a comprehensive
understanding of the binuclear OER mechanism. A typical reaction sequence
is shown in Figure 6. In the binuclear mechanism the reaction sequence is di-
vided into a series of electrochemical steps comprising the abstraction of in total
4 (H+/e−) couples (see red reaction steps in Figure 6). The oxidation steps are
followed by the recovery of the catalytic sites in a series of purely chemical steps
(see blue reaction steps in Figure 6). The full binuclear mechanism is studied in
the present work employing a simple di-µ-OH bridged manganese dimer model
catalyst.

Equivalent to the mononuclear mechanism[47, 48], the binuclear OER mech-
anism starts with the oxidation of a Mn(III)-OH

2
species (intermediate 1) in

two consecutive steps to Mn(V)=O via Mn(IV)-OH. In contrast to the mononu-
clear mechanism, where the formation of one Mn=O moiety is sufficient, the
oxidation sequence is repeated for a neighboring Mn(III)-OH

2
group. Having

oxidized the Mn(III)-OH
2

all the way up to Mn(V)=O (see structure 5), the max-
imum numbers of possible (H+/e−) couples is removed and the catalyst needs
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Figure 7: The energy profile of the high spin path employed to model the binuclear water
oxidation mechanism is shown for B3LYP (top) and BLYP (bottom). The colors
show the division into electrochemical (red) and purely chemical steps (blue).

to be recovered. Since the aim of the water splitting is to obtain hydrogen or sim-
ilar (H+/e−) reducing equivalents, in principle any reaction that allows for the
removal of the oxo moieties would be suitable. Indeed the energy efficiency of
the whole water splitting reaction could be increased by co-production of other
valuable chemicals such as oxirane discussed in Paper I. In the present work cat-
alyst recovery is assumed by a three step O

2
evolution mechanism. The first step

comprises a purely chemical intramolecular O-O bond formation step resulting
in the formation of a µ-bridged intermediate (structure 6). This is followed by the
subsequent replacement of the Mn(IV)-O

2
bonds with water, finally recovering

the starting point, structure 1, again.
The energetics of this reaction mechanism obtained for a DFT proper high spin

path are shown in Figure 7 for the B3LYP hybrid and the BLYP GGA functional.
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Figure 8: The harmonic oscillators used to approximate the activation barrier of the O-
O bond formation step are depicted. For comparison a constrained geometry
optimization at discrete points on the potential energy surface is added.

At the B3LYP level of theory, the oxidation of two d4 Mn(III)-OH
2

moieties (struc-
ture 1) to form d3 Mn(IV)-OH (structure 3) appears to proceed approximately
at the TyrOH/TyrO• energy, i.e. the first oxidation step is exothermic by 0.60 eV
followed by a second step which is endothermic by 0.43 eV. Tracking the B3LYP
energy profile further, two d2 Mn(V)=O moieties (structure 5), which are as-
sumed to be in a quintet spin state, are formed. These two oxidation steps are
found strongly endothermic by in total 1.97 eV, i.e. the first step is endother-
mic by 1.19 eV followed by a second step endothermic by "only" 0.78 eV versus
TyrOH/TyrO•. Having arrived at this highly activated intermediate, the subse-
quent O-O bond formation is strongly exothermic by 1.32 eV. The final release
of 3O2 is, in contrast to the study by Baik et al. at a ruthenium dimer[130] but in
agreement with experiment[132], found to be unproblematic. The first replace-
ment of a Mn-O

2
bond is endothermic by 0.27 eV followed by an exothermic

final O
2

release step.
Considering the discussed energy profile, the critical steps in the binuclear

mechanism are certainly the oxidations of Mn(IV)-OH to Mn(V)=O and the sub-
sequent O-O bond formation. The former reaction is decisive for the overpoten-
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tial while the latter is required to recover the catalytic sites. In case of the present
Mn(III-V) model system the O-O bond formation was found highly exothermic.
Thus, this reaction should in principle be unproblematic. However, since this
step is purely chemical in nature a significant activation barrier can still block
the O-O bond formation despite the favorable thermodynamics reported here.
The energetics of both reaction steps indeed depend on the relative stability of
the di-oxo intermediate 5. In the case of a highly reactive intermediate, which
is equal to a more Mn-O• like electronic structure, the O-O bond formation is
strongly favored at the price of a high overpotential. However, in cases where the
di-oxo intermediate is too stable the O-O bond formation is hindered and con-
sequently the catalyst unable to recover the catalytic sites via a binuclear OER
mechanism.

So far the OER has only been discussed from a thermodynamic perspective.
In the present work activation barriers are estimated employing the harmonic
oscillator approximation described in Section 2.7. The relevant modes contribut-
ing to the O-O bond formation were extracted from the calculated infra red (IR)
spectra of the di-oxo intermediate 5 and the µ-peroxo intermediate 6. In the case
of the di-oxo structure the relevant mode was found at 93 cm−1 with a force
constant of only 4.5 N/m. For the µ-peroxo bridged intermediate the vibrational
mode at 855 cm−1 with a force constant of 395 N/m was found. By plotting
the resulting harmonic oscillators the activation barrier was estimated from the
crossing of the curves to be 0.3 eV (see Figure 8). Considering the low force con-
stants, which are a result of the high flexibility of the catalyst, and the resulting
low activation energy it can be expected that the O-O bond formation proceeds
without significant barrier for this molecular model catalyst. Interestingly this
activation barrier is similar to what has been proposed for the intramolecular
O-O bond formation in PS II[133].

In case of surface OER electrocatalysts, as they will be discussed later, hybrid
functionals can no longer be used due to their high computational costs. Thus,
one has to rely on the applicability of pure GGA functionals. A comparison of
the energetics of the full binuclear mechanism applying both the B3LYP hybrid
functional and the BLYP GGA functional is shown in Figure 7. It is gratifying
to note that both functionals are in qualitative agreement for the central reac-
tion steps. This means similar trends for the oxidation of Mn(IV)-OH to form
Mn(V)=O and the subsequent O-O bond formation between two neighboring
Mn(V)=O moieties are found. The comparably large differences in the num-
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Table 2: Summary of important bond lengths and Mulliken spin densities of the di-
hydroxo (structure 3), the di-oxo (structure 5) and the µ-O

2
(structure 6) inter-

mediates. All values were obtained with the B3LYP hybrid functional.

bond lengths [Å] spin densities

structure spin Mn1-O1 Mn2-O2 O-O O1 O2

(Mn−OH)
2

septet 1.89 1.82

(Mn−−O)
2

quintet 1.78 1.80 3.19 -0.85 -0.90

nonet 1.85 1.89 3.24 1.11 1.10

Mn-O-O-Mn septet 1.89 1.89 1.46 0.20 0.20

bers can be understood considering the possible mesomeric structures of the
Mn(V)=O intermediate:

Mn(V) = O↔Mn(IV) −O• (32)

In case of BLYP a more double bonded Mn(V)=O like intermediate is formed.
This is indicated by the comparably lower spin densities of only 0.24 and 0.43 at
the oxygens. B3LYP in contrast shows already in the case of the lower lying quin-
tet spin state, which would in principle allow for a double bond description of
the Mn(IV)-O• bond, nearly pure radical character on the oxygens (see Table 2).
These differences are also reflected in the energy gap between the quintet spin
state and the nonet spin state which enforces a pure radical Mn(IV)-O• state. In
case of B3LYP this differences found to be only 0.36 eV compared to 0.83 eV for
BLYP.

Major qualitative and quantitative differences can also be found for the oxida-
tion of the Mn(III)-OH

2
moieties to Mn(IV)-OH and the O

2
release step. In case

of the former B3LYP predicts the 2 (H+/e−) oxidation to occur approximately at
the TyrOH/TyrO• energy, while it is found to be exothermic by in total 1.62 eV
for BLYP. This large difference can be attributed to the erroneous description of
weakly adsorbed molecules, such as water[134], and a severe underestimation of
band gaps due to the SIE[57, 84, 89] when employing a GGA. Similar effects can
also be expected for the final O

2
release step.
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4.2 is a binuclear mechanism realistic?
A test case for the binuclear mechanism is RuO

2
. In the present work, the OER

and the oxidation of ethene at RuO
2

are studied by a combined DFT and ex-
perimental approach. In case of a Cl– free solution, the OER is found at a low
overpotential and ethene is oxidized to CO

2
. When adding chloride to the solu-

tion the OER is shifted to higher overpotentials. Additionally no CO
2

is formed,
but ethene is oxidized to oxirane at a potential where O

2
evolution would be

possible. Assuming a binuclear mechanism for both the oxidation of ethene to
CO

2
and the OER, chloride can be understood to block the neighboring reac-

tion sites. It was indeed found in DFT calculations that the full oxidation of
ethene proceeding via a binuclear mechanism is strongly favored compared to
the formation of oxirane. However, by blocking the neighboring sites with chlo-
ride, ethene can only be oxidized to oxirane, since this reaction requires, in con-
trast to the full oxidation, only a single Ru=O site. Similarly, an intramolecular
O-O bond formation between two Ru=O is no longer possible. Thus, these results
suggest, that a binuclear mechanism for the OER on RuO

2
at lower overpoten-

tials is likely.

4.3 implications of a binuclear mechanism

4.3.1 Homonuclear Catalysts

In what follows the insights gained for a molecular Mn(III-V) dimer will be
used to understand the reactivity of a series of 3d transition metal oxides. The

2 TyrO.

2 TyrOH

Figure 9: The MgOx(OH)y rig model and the reaction steps used as descriptors for the
performance of the candidate catalysts towards water oxidation are shown.
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Figure 10: The energy profiles of the studied TM oxides for the oxidation from TM-OH
to TM=O followed by the intramolecular formation of the µ-peroxo bridge
are shown. All energies are in [eV] and the TyrOH/TyrO• couple is used as
reference system.

catalysts are studied employing the MgOx(OH)y test rig model system described
in Section 3.4 and shown in Figure 9. The oxidation of 2TM-OH to 2TM=O
and the subsequent O-O bond formation are employed as descriptors for the
performance of the candidate catalysts (see Figure 9).

In Figure 10 the results for V(III-V),Cr(III-V), Mn(IIII-V), Fe(II-IV), Co(II-IV)
and Ni(II-IV) are depicted. Interestingly the pure transition metal oxides are
found to belong to two distinct classes, which emerge at the TyrOH/TyrO• oxi-
dation potential (see Figure 10). This behavior is not unexpected considering the
overall trends in reactivity in the periodic table[121], i.e. high oxidation states
are favored for early transition metals, while late TMs prefer lower ones. Indeed
V(III-V) and Cr(III-V) are found to belong to one class and Co(II-IV) and Ni(II-IV)
to a second class. The former set ([-/+] class) shows stabilization upon forma-
tion of the TM=O bond from TM-OH, i.e. the oxidation step is found exothermic
with respect to the TyrOH/TyrO• energy. The exothermic oxidation step is mir-
rored by an endothermic O-O bond formation. The latter class of oxides ([+/-]
class) shows opposite behavior. Here, the formed TM=O/TM-O• moieties are
more unstable compared to the TyrO• radical, resulting in an endothermic ox-
idation step, followed by an exothermic O-O bond formation. While the very
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early TMs V(III-V) and Cr(III-V) are of [-/+] type and the late TMs Co(II-IV) and
Ni(II-IV) of [+/-] type, one could expected Mn(III-V) and Fe(II-IV), judging from
their position in the periodic table, to show intermediate behaviors. However,
Fe(II-IV) is found to belong to the [-/+] class and Mn(III-V) to the [+/-] ox-
ides. This somewhat unexpected behavior can be accounted for, considering the
fact that different oxidation states are used, which results into the reordering
reported here.

The differences in energetics between the two classes can be understood from
the differences in the electronic structures of the TM=O intermediates. In Table 3

the Mulliken spin densities and bond lengths of the di-hydroxo, the di-oxo and
the µ-peroxo intermediates are summarized. When comparing the bond lengths
and oxygen spin densities of the [+/-] group oxides, TM=O bond lengths slightly
shorter than those found for a purely single bonded TM-OH intermediate are
found. This together with significant spin density at the oxygen (see Table 3)
points towards a significant partial radical nature at the oxo moiety. As a con-
sequence of this highly reactive radical intermediate the O-O bond formation
is strongly exothermic. However even in the case of [+/-] oxides the TM-O•

moieties are stabilized by at least a partial double bond. Indeed, in cases where
such a stabilization is not possible the oxidation of TM-OH to form TM-O• can
be expected to be very similar to the abstraction of a (H+/e−) couple from
H

2
O, where no stabilization is possible. Such a case is for example found for

the Ti(III-IV) system. Here, the formation of two Ti(IV)-O• from two Ti(IV)-OH
is endothermic by 2.53 eV compared to 2.75 eV for the same (H+/e−) abstrac-
tion step at two water molecules. The oxo intermediates of the [-/+] class show
in contrast to the [+/-] oxides comparably shorter bond lengths. This is accom-
panied by, except for the Fe(IV)=O intermediate, only negliable spin densities
at the oxygens (see Table 3). Thus, the TM=O bonding situation is of a more
stable mainly double bond like nature. This results in the strongly endothermic
O-O bond formation (see Figure 10).

Returning to the results of the complete binuclear mechanism discussed in
Section 4.1, the most critical reaction step is, from a kinetic point of view, the
O-O bond formation. Similar to the molecular manganese dimer the activation
barriers are estimated employing the harmonic oscillator approximation. Assum-
ing the force constants used to estimate the barriers of the O-O bond formation
step to mainly depend on the TM-O bond type but not so much on the transition
metal itself, Mn(III-V) and Co(II-IV) may be taken as representatives of the [+/-]
class. By employing this approximate procedure an activation barrier of 1.12 eV
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Table 3: A summary of characteristic bond lengths and Mulliken spin densities for reac-
tants, intermediates, and products for the considered homo-binuclear transition
metal systems is given.

bond lengths [Å] Mulliken spin

metal structure spin M1-O1 M2-O2 O1-O2 O1 O2

V (OH)
2

triplet 1.84 1.96

III-V (−−O)
2

singlet 1.65 1.65 3.12 0 0

O-O triplet 1.90 1.90 1.43 -0.08 -0.08

Cr (OH)
2

quintet 1.84 1.93

III-V (−−O)
2

triplet 1.62 1.63 3.12 -0.24 -0.24

O-O quintet 1.89 1.89 1.45 -0.12 -0.12

Mn (OH)2 septet 1.96 1.91

III-V (−−O)
2

quintet 1.79 1.79 2.13 -0.50 -0.50

O-O septet 1.96 1.96 1.44 0.14 0.14

Fe (OH)
2

11-tet 1.92 1.86

II-IV (−−O)
2

nonet 1.67 1.67 3.12 0.66 0.66

O-O 11-tet 1.95 1.94 1.41 0.48 0.48

Co (OH)
2

singlet 1.90 1.88

II-IV (−−O)
2

triplet 1.77 1.77 2.35 0.82 0.82

O-O singlet 1.92 1.91 1.43 0 0

Ni (OH)
2

septet 1.87 1.89

II-IV (−−O)
2

nonet 1.74 1.74 3.32 1.48 1.48

O-O septet 2.05 2.05 1.33 0.66 0.66
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Figure 11: The harmonic oscillator approximation plots used to estimate the activation
barriers for the O-O bond formation step on Cr(III-V), Fe(II-IV), Co(II-IV) and
Mn(III-V) are shown.

was found for Mn(III-V) and a barrier of 0.64 eV for Co(II-IV) (see Figure 11).
Thus, these systems should show good performance in the electrochemical OER,
which is indeed also found experimentally[18–20, 22, 135]. While the activation
barrier for the cobalt system was estimated directly from the di-oxo ground
state, a two step mechanism was assumed in the case of manganese. The first
step comprised the breaking of the partial Mn=O double bond to form a pure
Mn-O• radical state. This is equal to a transition from a quintet to a nonet spin
state. This step was followed by the actual O-O bond formation. The large differ-
ence between the activation barriers found for the molecular system and the test
rig embedding can be attributed to the rigidity of the latter. In case of the [-/+]
catalysts Cr(III-V) and Fe(II-IV) were considered. For these systems an activation
barrier of 1.70 eV (Cr(III-V)) and 1.56 eV (Fe(II-IV)) was found (see Figure 11). A
two step mechanism as assumed for Mn(III-V) did, due to the higher stability
of the TM=O bond, not result in a lowering of the activation barrier. Thus, the
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Figure 12: The energy profile of Mn(II-IV) and Ir(III-V) for the key reaction steps in the
OER are depicted. Mn(III-V) is added for comparison. Variations from previ-
ously reported energies are due to the including of cell optimization in the
present set of calculations.

[-/+] systems are expected to show poor performance towards the OER, which
is indeed also found in experiment[136].

Until now it was assumed that the onset of oxygen evolution requires man-
ganese in the oxidation state +V. However when simply considering the redox
potential of the lower Mn(II-IV) couple, which is at 1.22 V versus NHE[128],
the Mn(II-IV) system should thermodynamically be able to evolve oxygen. In
Figure 12 the energy profile for the di-hydroxo, oxo-hydroxo, di-oxo, µ-peroxo
pathway is reported for the Mn(II-IV) and Ir(III-V) dimers embedded into the
MgOx(OH)y rig.

Judging from the closeness of the redox potential for the Mn(II-IV) couple
to the OER potential, the energy profile of Mn(II-IV) is expected to be approx-
imately thermoneutral for the oxidation steps. Indeed, the exothermicity of
0.33 eV and the endothermicity of 0.35 eV for the two oxidation steps are
found to cancel. The subsequent O-O bond formation however is found to be
endothermic by 0.37 eV (see Figure 12). The extent to which the energy profile
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of the Mn(II-IV) system is close to ideal can be appreciated by comparing with
the [+/-] and [-/+] classes of 3d TM oxides (see Figure 10) and IrOx. In contrast
to the [+/-] and [-/+] systems where either a high overpotential is found
or the O-O bond formation is unfavorable, the Mn(II-IV) system shows near
ideal behavior. This means, a minimal overpotential is combined with a small
endothermic µ-peroxo bond formation step (see Figure 12). Such a behavior
is also found for IrOx, which is a well known and very active catalyst for the
OER catalyzing the water oxidation reaction at a small overpotential[137, 138].
Assuming the oxidation state responsible for oxygen evolution, in agreement
with experiment, to be Ir(V)[139] (see also Paper VII), the Ir(III-V) system may
be used to model the OER at this oxide. The results for the Ir(III-V) dimer are
shown in Figure 12. Indeed also for iridium the di-hydroxo intermediate is
oxidized to di-oxo at approximately the TyrOH/TyrO• energy level, i.e. the first
step is exothermic by 0.09 eV followed by an step endothermic by 0.18 eV. The
subsequent O-O bond formation step is endothermic by 0.39 eV.

Considering the similarities between the energetics for Ir(III-V) and Mn(II-IV)
the latter should, similar to iridium, catalyze water at a low overpotential. This
is however not the case and it is found experimentally, that onset of the OER is
at a significantly higher potential for heterogeneous systems[18, 19]. Thus, the
O-O bond formation can be expected to be kinetically hindered. Considering the
harmonic oscillator approximation applied previously for Mn(III-V), a two step
mechanism for partly double bonded systems similar to Mn(V)=O needs to be
applied for the Mn(IV)=O system. This mechanism proceeds via the formation of
two Mn-O• intermediates followed by the actual O-O bond formation. While the
corresponding vibrational modes contributing to the O-O bond formation can be
assumed to only depend on the bond type but not on the transition metal, the
breaking of the TM=O bond is dependent on the transition metal and oxidation
state. In case of Mn(V)=O the breaking of two partial double bonds was of the
order of 0.9 eV. For Mn(IV)=O/Mn(III)-O• in contrast 2.3 eV were found. This
and the additional endothermicity of 0.37 eV of the O-O bond formation renders
this step kinetically hindered. Ir(III-V) however is despite a similar endothermic-
ity active towards the OER. This can be understood considering the Mulliken
spin densities shown in Table 4. In case of iridium the radical state is already
found to be the ground state. Thus, the initial breaking of a partial double bond
is not necessary and the activation energy is expected to be small.
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Table 4: Summary of all relevant Mulliken spin densities of the di-oxo intermediates for
Mn(II-IV), Mn(III-V) and Ir(III-V).

system spin TM1 TM2 O1 O2

(Ir(IV)=O)2 singlet -0.82 0.82 -0.96 0.96

(Mn(IV)=O)2 septet 2.54 2.54 0.52 0.52

(Mn(V)=O)2 quintet 2.42 2.42 -0.48 -0.50
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Figure 13: A typical CV of IrOx measured in 0.1 M KOH at a scan rate of 10 mV/s is
depicted. The data are reported versus the Ag/AgCl reference electrode.

4.3.2 A Combined Experimental and DFT View on Iridium Oxide

As a test for the validity of a binuclear mechanism a comparison between exper-
imental findings at IrO

2
and their interpretation in terms of a binuclear mech-

anism will be presented. In Figure 13 a typical cyclic voltammogram (CV) for
IrO

2
is shown. The central feature of the CV are the two peaks at -0.3 V ver-

sus Ag/AgCl1, which corresponds to Ir(III)Ir(III)/Ir(IV)Ir(IV), and 0.05 V ver-
sus Ag/AgCl, which shows only approximately 0.7 times the charge of peak 1

and thus corresponds to a partially oxidized Ir(IV)Ir(IV)/Ir(IV)Ir(V) redox cou-
ple. In terms of a Ir(III-V) system embedded into the MgOx(OH)y test rig en-
vironment these redox couples correspond to the oxidation of 2 Ir(III)-OH

2
to

Ir(IV)-OH (see Figure 14a) followed by the oxidation of a single Ir(IV)-OH to

1 in saturated KCl: 0.197 versus NHE
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+ 2 H+ + 2 e-a)

+ H+ + e-b)

c) + H+ + e-

Figure 14: The oxidation steps found in the CV (see Figure 13) interpreted in terms of the
test rig embedding are shown. Step a) corresponds to Ir(III)Ir(III)/Ir(IV)Ir(IV),
step b) to Ir(IV)Ir(IV)/Ir(IV)Ir(V) and step c) to the onset of oxygen evolution.

Table 5: The Mulliken spin densities of the Ir1(V)=O Ir2(IV)-OH intermediates are shown.

method U Ir1 Ir2 O1 O2

PBE 0.84 -0.58 0.86 -0.18

PBE+U 2 eV 0.06 0.7 -0.02 0.14

PBE+U 3 eV 0.1 0.78 -0.02 0.12

PBE+U 4 eV 0.1 0.78 -0.1 0.12

form a Ir(V)=O Ir(IV)-OH dimer intermediate (see Figure 14b). Assuming a bin-
uclear mechanism. Thus, the appearance of a Ir(IV)Ir(IV)/Ir(IV)Ir(V) redox cou-
ple preceding the OER is not in contradiction with a binuclear mechanism. In
case of a mononuclear mechanism in contrast only one of these highly reactive
groups would be required.

Interestingly, GGA calculations show a pure radical nature at the Ir(IV)-OH
Ir(V)=O oxo group (see Table 5). Keeping in mind that a radical nature at the
oxygen is, at least in the case of manganese[43, 140], a requirement for a mononu-
clear mechanism, this would be in contradiction to what is found experimentally.
However, when curing for the SIE, which is known to be a problem for strongly
localized systems, by a GGA+U ansatz, the radical character at the oxo group
vanishes (see Table 5). Thus, the mononuclear and binuclear mechanisms are
again in agreement in predicting the onset of the OER at a di-oxo dimer, where
full radical character is found at the oxygens.
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Figure 15: The reaction energetics for hydroxide oxidation and µ-peroxo bridge forma-
tion at the hetero-binuclear FeCo sites is depicted. The results for the homo-
binuclear Fe and Co sites are included for reference. All energies are given in
[eV].

4.3.3 Heteronuclear Water Oxidation Catalysts

Having learned about the existence of two classes of OER catalysts showing op-
posite energetics, it is tempting to predict mixed TM oxide catalysts which mimic
the reactivity of the near ideal IrOx catalyst. Based on the assumption of purely
local chemistry a mixed [+/-] [-/+] TM oxide system can be expected to show
such a behavior. This means, the exothermicity in the oxidation of a Fe(III)-OH,
V(IV)-OH or Cr(IV)-OH is expected to approximately cancel the high overpoten-
tial found for the oxidation of a TM-OH moiety of a [+/-] group oxide. Having
one highly reactive and one stable TM=O intermediate, the resulting energetics
of the O-O bond are also expected to end up approximately thermoneutral.

This concept is evaluated in detail for the FeCo mixed TM system. The results
for the water oxidation reaction at this mixed oxide system are summarized in
Figure 15. It is remarkable to which extent the system shows the expected can-
cellation effect. The 2 (H+/e−) oxidation step from the di-hydroxo intermediate
to form a di-oxo species is endothermic by only 0.11 eV. Also in the subsequent
O-O bond formation step qualitative cancellation resulting in an exothermicity
of only 0.14 eV is found.
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A central assumption in the design of the mixed transition metal oxide sys-
tems is the validity of a local description of the chemistry at the TM sites. When
considering the oxidation of the TM-OH intermediates the abstraction of a hy-
drogen may either occur at the Fe(III)-OH or the Co(III)-OH group in the first
step. In both cases the single (H+/e−) oxidation steps are found to be in good
agreement with the corresponding homonuclear system (see upper and lower
branches of Figure 15). This justifies the assumption of a purely local chemistry.

Having understood the mechanics of mixed TM oxides, the concept is applied
to the 3d oxides discussed in Section 4.3.1. Based on the findings for the FeCo
system, which suggest that the catalytic sites are indeed independent from each
other, the electrocatalytic properties of a mixed system may be estimated from
the pure oxides by simply adding the energetics for a monomer site up. Thus, in
case of the binuclear systems one obtains

∆E =
E(TM1=O) − E(TM1-OH) + E(TM2=O) − E(TM2-OH)

2
(33)

for the oxidation of the di-hydroxo intermediate to the di-oxo system. The ener-
getics of the O-O bond formation step are estimated correspondingly via

∆E =
E(TM1-O2-TM1) − E(TM1=O) + E(TM2-O2-TM2) − E(TM2=O)

2
(34)

The results of this simple estimate are shown in Figure 16.
Consistent with the FeCo system discussed above an improvement of the cat-

alytic performance to the near-optimum is found upon pairing of [+/-] and
[-/+] class catalysts. This means all mixed systems considered are close to the
origin, where a thermoneutral O-O bond formation is combined with a minimal
overpotential for the oxidation of the hydroxo intermediate. However consid-
ering the fact that an additional activation barrier needs to be overcome when
forming the O-O bond, systems with a net endothermicity for this reaction step
may exhibit slow kinetics. Such an effect can be expected for Co(II-IV)V(III-V),
Co(II-IV)Cr(III-V) and Mn(III-V)V(III-V).

Due to the approximate nature of the applied procedure a test for its valid-
ity is offered. This is done for a set of mixed TM oxides by explicit calculation
of the energetics of both reaction steps. The results are shown in Figure 17. It
is gratifying to note the degree to which extend the compared systems are, de-
spite some scatter, in agreement. The largest deviation between estimated and
calculated values are of the order of only 0.3 eV for the Ni(II-IV)Fe(II-IV) and
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Figure 16: A comparison between the catalytic performance of the homonuclear 3d TM
oxides and the heteronuclear catalysts constructed by mixing [+/-] with [-/+]
catalysts is shown. The energetics of the heteronuclear catalysts are estimated
with the Formulas 33 and 34.

Co(II-IV)Cr(III-V) system. In case of Mn(III-V)Cr(II-IV), Mn(III-V)Fe(II-IV) and
Ni(II-IV)V(III-V) the deviations are found to be negliable.

Despite the close agreement between interpolated and calculated values some
scatter can still be found. These differences can be attributed to two major
sources of errors, the GGA inherent SIE and differential coulombic effects when
considering mixed oxidation state systems. The effect of the former is discussed
with respect to the V(III-V)Ni(II-IV) and Fe(II-IV)Ni(II-IV) heteronuclear systems
for the oxidation of the di-hydroxo to the di-oxo intermediate. The correspond-
ing d-occupation for the involved elements is found to be d1-d0 for V(IV-V),
d5-d4 for Fe(III-IV) and d7-d6 for Ni(III-IV). While vanadium and iron can be
considered unproblematic due to the missing ambiguity in spin state for the for-
mer and the pure high spin configuration for iron, nickel may be expected to
be problematic since both high and low spin configurations are possible. Start-
ing the discussion with the Ni(III)Fe(III) di-hydroxo species, the low spin septet
state is found to be 0.4 eV more stable compared to the nonet high spin state. In
case of the Ni(IV)Fe(IV) di-oxo intermediate the high spin state is stabilized by
0.2 eV. Similar results are obtained in case of the V(III-V)Ni(II-IV) system. Here,
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Figure 17: The direct comparison between the calculated and estimated energy profile
for selected mixed TM systems is depicted.

the low spin triplet state is more stable by 0.2 eV for the di-hydroxo interme-
diate while the high spin nonet state is the ground state in case of the di-oxo
intermediate. The effects are however comparably small. Thus, it is unlikely that
the results discussed above will be changed by this ambiguity in the description
of the relative stabilities of spin states.

A second source of errors are the differential coulombic effects resulting from
the differences in Madelung potential between the TM(II-IV) and TM(III-V) sys-
tems. While this difference is not included in the simple approximation used
to predict the reactivity of the heteronuclear systems it is treated explicitly in
the DFT calculations used to evaluate the validity of the procedure. In case of
a TM(III)TM(IV) system the exact Coulomb repulsion as included in the DFT
calculations is 12e2/R, compared to 12.5e2/R when employing the homonuclear
systems to approximate them. Similarly a slightly higher Coulomb repulsion is
found for the TM(IV)TM(V) system (exact: 20e2/R; estimated: 20.5e2/R). The
numbers come again out small. Thus, no changes in the qualitative results dis-
cussed above are expected.

Summing up, mixing transition metal oxides of the [+/-] and [-/+] class is
a viable possibility to increase the catalytic performance of water oxidation cat-
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Figure 18: The energy profile of mixed Mn(II-IV)Mn(III-V) dimers embedded into a
MgOx(OH)y rig for the di-hydroxo - oxo-hydroxo - di-oxo - µ-peroxo path
is displayed.

alysts. Such an improvement compared to the pure TM oxides is indeed also
found experimentally[23, 136, 141–144].

4.3.4 Mixed Oxidation State Catalysts

In Figure 12 the results for the OER assuming a Mn(II-IV) and Mn(III-V) sys-
tem were summarized and Mn(II-IV) was discussed with respect to Ir(III-V) in
Section 4.3.1. One key finding of this section was that the Mn(II-IV) system is,
despite its promising energetics not able to oxidize water and evolve O

2
due to

kinetic hindrance. Mn(III-V) on the other hand can sustain the water oxidation
reaction at the price of a high overpotential. It was recently found in experiment
that the overpotential of a manganese oxide catalyst is lowered by dissolution
of manganese[145]. When assuming the dissolution to result in an increase of
defects this finding may be understood in terms of the mixed transition metal
oxide catalysts discussed in Section 4.3.3.

Similar to these mixed TM oxides Mn(II-IV) may be mixed with Mn(III-V).
In contrast to mixed transition metal oxide systems such mixed oxidation state
systems may be obtained in several ways. In the present work two possibilities
are considered. One possibility comprises the removal of a hydrogen from the
bridging OH groups and the second possibility considered, the removal of a
hydrogen from the trans standing H

2
O equivalent unit. The energy profile for
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an assumed binuclear mechanism is shown in Figure 18. Similar to the mixed
TM systems, the energy profile of the distinct Mn(II-IV) Mn(III-V) system is
found to reflect the energetics of the pure oxides. Assuming the oxidation steps
to proceed via the oxidation of the Mn(III)-OH moiety to Mn(IV)=O in the first
step followed by the formation of Mn(V)=O, the former step is found exothermic
by 0.21 eV, compared to an exothermicity of 0.33 eV for the pure Mn(II-IV) dimer
site. The subsequent oxidation to from Mn(V)=O is then found endothermic by
0.77 eV compared to 0.66 eV for the pure system. Due to the endothermicity of
the Mn(IV-V) couple, the resulting O-O bond formation energy is exothermic by
0.16 eV. Thus, the exothermicity of this step is reduced to its bare minimum.

The second situation where mixed oxidation state systems might be formed is
by deprotonation of a bridging µ-OH moiety resulting in the formation of a µ-O
bridge. The energy profile of such a situation is shown in Figure 18. The oxida-
tion steps are found to be exothermic by 0.17 eV followed by an Mn(V)=O for-
mation endothermic by 0.55 eV which results in a approximately thermoneutral
O-O bond formation. The differences between the distinct Mn(II-IV) Mn(III-V)
and the present system may be attributed to a buffering effect of the µ-O µ-OH
bridge.

A second effect of the mixing of an unreactive Mn(IV)=O with a reactive
Mn(V)=O is the expected reduction in the activation barrier. This can be un-
derstood considering the fact that in contrast to the Mn(II-IV) dimer only
one expensive Mn(IV)=O bond needs to be broken. Thus, both from a kinetic
and a thermodynamic point of view the overall performance of these mixed
Mn(II-IV) Mn(III-V) systems is improved and may explain the experimentally
found enhancement in reactivity.
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conclusions
• The central reaction steps of a binuclear OER mechanism are the oxidation

of TM-OH to form TM=O and the subsequent µ-peroxo O-O bond forma-
tion. The energy profile of these steps depends on the relative stability
of the TM=O intermediate. For example, in case of a Mn(III-V) molecular
model system an endothermic oxidation step followed by an exothermic
O-O bond formation combined with a low activation barrier is found.

• The use of the energetics for oxidation of TM-OH to form TM=O and
subsequent O-O bond formation as descriptor was validated for a series
of 3d TM oxide candidate catalysts embedded into a MgOx(OH)y test rig.

• At the TyrOH/TyrO• reference potential two classes of catalysts emerge:

• Class 1 contains Mn(III-V), Co(II-IV) and Ni(II-IV). It shows an endother-
mic oxidation step followed by exothermic µ-peroxo bond formation ([+/-]
class). These catalysts are active towards the OER at the price of a compa-
rably high overpotential.

• Class 2 exhibits opposite behavior, e.g. an exothermic oxidation step fol-
lowed by endothermic O-O bond formation. V(III-V), Cr(III-V) and Fe(II-
IV) belong to this class. Due to the endothermicity of the O-O bond forma-
tion these oxides are argued to be inactive towards the OER.

• Intermediate behavior is found for mixed TM oxides, which combine one
TM from each group. These catalysts facilitate the oxidation of a TM-OH
moiety to form TM=O at the TyrOH/TyrO• reference potential. Corre-
spondingly, the subsequent O-O bond formation is approximately ther-
moneutral. Thus, superior performance compared to the pure 3d TM ox-
ides can be expected. This finding is in agreement with experiment[23, 136,
141–144].

51



52 conclusions and outlook

• Similar to the mixed TM oxides Mn(II-IV) and Ir(III-V) show near ideal
behavior. While the latter is active towards oxygen evolution the former
is argued to be inactive due to a high activation barrier for O-O bond
formation.

• An improvement of the activity of manganese as an OER catalyst is
achieved in mixed Mn(II-IV) Mn(III-V) systems. Such a mixed oxidation
state situation might be found at defects.

outlook
• Ligand and embedding effects were only touched upon in the present

work. These effects may influence the performance of an OER catalyst. Par-
ticularly in the case of molecular OER catalysts significant dependence of
the performance on choice of ligands is expected. A combined theoretical
and experimental study of these effects would offer an interesting target,
which promises to be fruitful.

• The results presented here have direct implications for understanding the
OER in PS II. The catalytic performance of this system may indeed be un-
derstood in terms of an embedded binuclear site comprising a mixed oxi-
dation state system.

• Utilization of the methodology in general and in particular of the binuclear
mechanism to several other reactions might prove valuable. Electrocatalytic
reactions of interest would include oxidation of ammonia, reduction of
NOx, reduction of ClO–

3
as well as N

2
fixation.
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